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Fans have fallen in love with Liz Climoâ€™s charmingly quirky animal kingdom, which was first

featured in The Little World of Liz Climo&#151;a place where porcupines, anteaters, and grizzly

bears all grapple with everyday life with wit and humor. Now Liz returns with a book devoted to

friendship. Chapter themes include &#147;Old Friends,â€• &#147;New Friends,â€• &#147;Unlikely

Friends,â€• and &#147;Friends with Benefits.â€• Itâ€™s the perfect gift for a special friend.
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Climo's comics combine the sheer cuteness of her drawing with wonderful jokes and puns. Many of

them involve lateral thinking and curious consequences of animals behaving like people. Most are

light hearted, but she does not avoid joking about shrimps about to be eaten by huge whales, a

vulture pecking at a pig (who turns out to be sleeping) or suicidal lemmings. And many are about

nothing else than pure cute, especially in this volume, which is dedicated to friendship and just how

nice friends can (should?) be.She does publish many of her comics on her Tumblr, which could

make buying her books somewhat unnecessary. But I really think her books are worth having, and

serve as wonderful gifts - give the power of cute!

I have the first book in addition to this one. Liz's comics are funny, subtle, cute, and teachable all in

one. The jokes are easy to get by any age and some are thought-provoking for the older crowd. It's

not a long read, but something to leave out on the coffee table for conversation or a quick laugh.The

comics mostly involve animals and are broken up into chapters about friendship, love, and more.



There's depth and variety to the characters and tag lines, despite being a book of comicsHighly

recommend for those who appreciate good/bad jokes, subtle humor that can leave you in stitches,

and good drawings. Great as a gift for those types of folks in your life!

Quirkily funny and dangerously cute: the only problem is that this book might be even more

enjoyable for adults than for kids... So don't hesitate to read this even if you do not have the excuse

of having children in your household. Or give it to your adult friends, as I defy anyone not to enjoy

and smile at these little gags and puns.Note: I purchased the Kindle version which looks great on

my Fire HDX, but it's also easily readable on my smartphone (using the Kindle reading app).

Such a great book! Especially for giving to your friends - the comics drawn are all related to

friendship (i.e. more thematic than the first book), and will give _anyone_ the warm fuzzies. Do note

that it is a little more compact than the first book.

Liz Climo does it again! This is my favorite book of hers. Love it. (Pssst: you should follow her on

Instagram, too. She posts delightful illustrations from her books on it and they always brighten my

day!)

I love Liz Climo's books. There's a sense of innocence and humor in her simple yet adorable

art.This book surely will be a great gift for the friends we love the most. Now I want one for myself to

keep as well.

I was introduced to Liz Climo's artwork just a few months ago and appreciate and love her

whimsical, simple drawings and comics. My friend gave me this book as testament to our 15 years'

of friendship and truly adore it.

This was my first Liz Climo book. I flipped through it and then sat down and read it thoroughly page

by page, enjoying the pictures and the text. Pretty soon my smile turned into a giggle and then I just

laughed aloud. This book is perfect to put you in a good mood. I've reread it more than once just to

reexperience the pleasure of Liz's cute sense of humor.
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